
SunRover Part 4 – Adding a Pi Camera and Diagnostics System

Rover Vision
A Raspberry Pi Camera module and a diagnostics system allows SunRover to 

see and check that all systems are go. By John C. Shovic

gation system, and here in Part 4, I look at 
the Pi Camera system and the I2C diagnostics 
system.

Camera SyStem
In this project, I am using a standard Rasp-
berry Pi Camera module as sold by the Rasp-
berry Pi Foundation. This was the same cam-
era I used in Project Curaçao [4], so I know it 
will handle the heat. The Raspberry Pi Cam-
era module can be used to take high-defini-
tion video, as well as still photographs.

The module has a 5-megapixel fixed-focus 
camera that supports 1080p30, 720p60, and 
VGA90 video modes, as well as still capture. 
It attaches via a 15cm ribbon cable to the CSI 
port on the Raspberry Pi. This cable was too 
short for SunRover, so I bought a 50cm cable 
from Adafruit [5]. It’s a little tricky to change 

This article is the fourth in a series of 
articles on building a working solar 
robot. SunRover is a tracked, solar-
powered robot designed to move 

around and explore while sending back re-
ports, tracking weather, managing a tight 
power budget, and providing a platform for 
testing new sensors and equipment as they 
become available. The motors, the control-
lers, the computers, and the sensors are all 
complex devices in their own right.

In Part 1 of this series [1], I went through 
the motor controller/ power system and de-
scribed the mechanisms for connecting the 
I2C sensors throughout the robot. In part two 
[2], I redesigned part of the motor power sys-
tem and then looked at the solar power 
charging system, which happily is working 
perfectly! Part 3 [3] covered the robot’s navi-
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cables, so be careful. I use the picamera [6] 
pure Python library for the interface to the 
Raspberry Pi Camera module.

The code needed to capture a single pic-
ture in Python using picamera is simple:

import time
import picamera

with picamera.PiCamera() as camera:
  camera.resolution = (1024, 768)
  camera.start_preview()
  # Camera warm‑up time
  time.sleep(2)
  camera.capture('foo.jpg')

For all of you solar power fans, you need to 
know that the camera uses a lot of current 
(some report more than 280mA for video and 
about 150mA for still shots), even when the 
camera isn’t being used. To fix this, issue 
camera.close(), and the power drops way 
down. Note that the example above does not 
use camera.close().

BaSe and BuBBle
Using a 3D printer, I have built stands, pro-
totypes, bases, and other accessories. The 
camera base was a natural fit for a 3D print-
ing project. The base would be screwed onto 
the SunRover box, with a plastic bubble [7] 
(for water protection, primarily) sitting over 
the top of the camera that still allowed pan-
and-tilt movements (Figure 1). The plastic 
bubble, although not perfect, has pretty 
good optics.

The friction-fit stand (Figure 2) has one 
layer of tape around the base to make it 

snug, with built-in cableways and slots to 
mount those boards that need light (color 
sensors, light sensors, etc.). I also wanted the 
pan-and-tilt mechanism to fit into the base 
with no screws.

To date, I have used the slots for two pur-
poses: to mount the superbright LEDs for 
the camera at night and to mount a com-
pass. Because reflections inside the bubble 
from the LEDs wiped out the camera image, 

Figure 1: The Pi Camera in the bubble.

Figure 2: Rasp Pi camera base. Figure 3: Bright LEDs on the front of SunRover.
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mixture of cubes, tubes, and blocks. Making 
similar shapes into modules, then invoking 
them multiple times, is a great way of reus-
ing code.

Camera Pan and tilt
The pan-and-tilt mechanism [8] for the cam-
era is the same as the one I used in MouseAir 
[9], because it comes with the motors and 

I instead had to mount the LEDs on the side 
(Figure 3). The compass mount didn’t work 
too well because it was too close to the pan-
and-tilt motors.

On the platform on the front of the robot, 
I mounted an ultrasonic distance ranger; I 
will mount the LIDAR laser sensor there in 
the future, too. Listing 1 shows code for the 
OpenSCAD platform model. As usual, it is a 

01  //
02  // SunRover Top Bubble Plate
03  // August 2, 2015
04  // SwitchDoc Labs
05  //
06  
07  module platform()
08  {
09  
10      // slot for LED or board
11    difference()
12    {
13      translate([25,‑3,19.9])
14      #cube([4,6,5]);
15  
16      translate([26,‑3,21])
17      cube([1.50,8,10]);
18    }
19  
20    translate([23,‑10,0])
21    cube([10,20,20]);
22  }
23  
24  union (){
25    difference()
26    {
27      union()
28      {
29        difference()
30        {
31          cylinder(h=20, r=72.00/2, $fn=100);
32          cylinder(h=22, r=69.55/2, $fn=100);
33        }
34  
35        // base plate
36        difference()
37        {
38          translate([‑75/2, ‑75/2,0])
39          cube([75, 75, 2]);
40  
41                  // screw holes
42          translate([‑68/2, ‑68/2,‑5])
43          cylinder(h=10, r=2/1, $fn=100);
44  
45                  // screw holes
46          translate([68/2, 68/2,‑5])
47          cylinder(h=10, r=2/1, $fn=100);

48  
49                  // screw holes
50          translate([68/2, ‑68/2,‑5])
51          cylinder(h=10, r=2/1, $fn=100);
52  
53                  // screw holes
54          translate([‑68/2, 68/2,‑5])
55          cylinder(h=10, r=2/1, $fn=100);
56        }
57  
58         // camera pylon
59  
60        difference()
61        {
62          cylinder(h=50, r=28/2, $fn=100);
63          cylinder(h=55, r=25.25/2, $fn=100);
64          // bar through for wires
65          translate([‑6, ‑20, 2])
66          #cube([12,40,10]);
67  
68          rotate(a=90, v=[0,0,1])
69          translate([‑6, ‑20, 2])
70          #cube([12,40,10]);
71        }
72  
73        // camera servo nib
74        translate([0,13.5,45])
75        cylinder(h=10, r=3/2, $fn=100);
76  
77        translate([0,‑13.5,45])
78        cylinder(h=10, r=3/2, $fn=100);
79      }
80      translate([0,0,‑5])
81      cylinder(h=10, r=11, $fn=100);
82    }
83  
84    platform();
85  
86    rotate([0,0,90])
87    platform();
88  
89    rotate([0,0,180])
90    platform();
91  
92    rotate([0,0,270])
93    platform();
94  }

LISTING 1: OpenSCAD Platform Model
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mounting hardware (Figure 4), although the 
next time I do this I will probably 3D print a 
pan-and-tilt mechanism [10].

For the two servo motor controls, I used 
the Adafruit I2C 16-channel servo kit (Figure 
5), even though I knew I wouldn’t be using 
16 servos [11], because I already had one in 
my bench drawer. The pan-and-tilt kit uses 
one servo for rotating in the xy plane and 
one for rotating in the zx plane. Although the 

geometry is a little complex, the code is 
pretty simple.

In Listing 2, I have two servo routines 
(lines 1-8 and 7-19) that set the pan and tilt 
in degrees, with the plane of the robot set at 

Figure 4: Pan-and-tilt hardware.

Figure 5: Adafruit I2C 16-servo motor controller (center) installed.

01  def setTiltServo(pwm,degrees):

02      servoMin = 150  # Min pulse length out of 4096

03      servoMax = 600  # Max pulse length out of 4096

04  

05      degrees = ‑degrees+90

06      servoPerDegree= (servoMax ‑ servoMin)/180.0

07      if ((degrees > ‑45) and (degrees < 135)):

08           pwm.setPWM(1,0, int((degrees+45)* 
servoPerDegree+servoMin))

09  

10  

11  def setPanServo(pwm,degrees):

12      servoMin = 150  # Min pulse length out of 4096

13      servoMax = 600  # Max pulse length out of 4096

14  

15      servoPerDegree= (servoMax ‑ servoMin)/270.0

16      degrees = ‑degrees

17      if ((degrees > ‑135) and (degrees < 135)):

18          value = ((degrees+135)*servoPerDegree+servoMin)

19          pwm.setPWM(0,0, int(value))

20  

21  

22  def shutOffPanTilt(pwm):

23      pwm.softwareReset()

24  

25  

26  # Camera stuff

27  

28  def takeSinglePicture( camera, pwm, pan, tilt, name,  
i2CMux, bus):

29  
30  
31      i2CMux.write_control_register(bus)
32  
33      setTiltServo(pwm, tilt)
34      setPanServo(pwm, pan)
35      camera = picamera.PiCamera()
36      time.sleep(2)
37      camera.rotation = 180
38      camera.annotate_background = picamera.Color("black")
39      camera.resolution = (1024, 768)
40      camera.annotate_text_size = 24
41      heading =  ABWCommands.execute_command( 

ABWCommands.RCOMP,"")
42      if (heading == ""):
43          heading = 0.0
44      else:
45          heading = float(heading)
46  
47      c amera.annotate_text =  

(" SunRover p:%d t:%d heading:%4.1f ") %  
(pan, tilt, heading) +  
datetime.datetime.now().strftime("%Y‑%m‑%d %H:%M:%S ")

48  
49      camera.capture(name)
50      camera.close()
51  
52      shutOffPanTilt(pwm) 

LISTING 2: Pan/ Tilt Camera Control
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As the camera moves and takes a picture, 
it seems a little anthropomorphic (actually, a 
little creepy) seeing it look around with the 
motors whirring. The unfinished RasPiCon-
nect [12] control panel for the camera is 
shown in Figure 6.

Three additional features are planned for 
the camera system:
1. Time-lapse photography. This will be espe-

cially cool when SunRover is moving or 
tracking the sun.

2. Streaming movies. The camera can do it, 
the picamera software can do it, and RasPi-
Connect can do it. It burns a lot of power, 
but it will have to be done.

3. Motion detection. A lot of software is 
available for the Raspberry Pi for motion 
detection, although it will require quite a 
bit of work; moreover, I have the power to 
consider.

i2C diagnoStiC SyStem
SunRover is complex: The power systems 
run, and the solar cells collect power. Thirty 
I2C devices and sensors are installed, most of 
which are connected with their respective 
drivers (e.g., the lightning detector [13] and 
WeatherArduino [14], although the anemom-
eter/ wind vane/ wind speed system is not 
hooked up yet). The motors are working well 
since I fixed the equipment bay grounding 
and power distribution system, so the rover 
can turn pretty well and take pictures.

0 degrees and with 90 degrees straight up in 
the z direction. These values were measured 
empirically by turning the servos, figuring 
out what value gave what number of degrees 
in the full on/ off position, and then setting 
the constants so the input values make sense 
to the programmer.

The camera still-picture routine (lines 28-
51) closes the camera on each picture (line 
49). If I want a series of pictures, I will write 
another routine. 

Figure 6: Camera control panel.

Figure 7: SunRover block diagram.
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The RasPiConnect control panels are now 
coming together. Figure 7 shows a summary 
of the SunRover command panels, of which 
three are mostly working. The diagnostics re-
porting system is working, and the other data 
will be added over the next couple of weeks. 
The Arduino power management system is 
gathering the data and sending it to the Rasp-
berry Pi 2 for processing.

With all of different subsystems in Sun-
Rover, I have tried to build in a lot of op-
tions and redundant systems (e.g., the solar 
power panel multiplexer [2]), so the robot 
can still function when things going hay-
wire. I have done this in a lot of other proj-
ects (e.g., Project Curaçao), and it pays off. 

Totals Present:   Present:30 Missing:1 Extra:1

Diagnosis Report: Arduino

Generated at:2016‑02‑06 21:25:25

Present: 23 Missing: 0 Extra: 0

Bus: 0

Device Present address: 0x1e | Compass|HMC5883L Compass

Device Present address:  0x21 | QPM0|Quad Power Management 
Board 0 ‑ LS0/TRex LS1/Fan0 LS2/Fan1

Device Present address: 0x3c |  OLED‑01|OLED Display for 
Arduino

Device Present address:  0x40 | SAP0‑INA3221|Motor Battery 
SunAirPlus Voltage Current Sensor

Device Present address: 0x48 |  SAP0‑ADS1015|Motor Battery 
SunAirPlus ADC

Device Present address: 0x73 |  I2CMux1|Arduino 4 Channel I2C 
Mux

Device Present address: 0x5c |  AM2315_0|Inside Temperature 
and Humidity

Bus: 2

Device Present address: 0x20 |  QPM3|Quad Power Management 
Board 3 for Solar Multiplexer

Device Present address: 0x21 |  QPM2|Quad Power Management 
Board 2 for Solar Multiplexer

Device Present address:  0x40 | SAP1‑INA3221|Raspberry Pi2 
SunAirPlus Voltage Current Sensor

Device Present address: 0x48 |  SAP1‑ADS1015|Raspberry Pi2 
SunAirPlus ADC

Device Present address: 0x73 |  I2CMux1|Arduino 4 Channel I2C 
Mux

Bus: 3

Device Present address: 0x21 |  QPM4|Quad Power Management 
Board 4 for Solar Multiplexer

Device Present address:  0x40 | SAP2‑INA3221|Arduino 
SunAirPlus Voltage Current Sensor

Device Present address: 0x48 |  SAP2‑ADS1015|Arduino 
SunAirPlus ADC

Device Present address: 0x49 |  WPA‑ADS1015|WeatherPiArduino 
ADS1015 ADC

Device Present address: 0x50 |  WPA‑FRAM|WeatherPiArduino 
Logging FRAM

Device Present address: 0x57 |  WPA‑EEPROM|WeatherPiArduino 
EEPROM on RTC Board

Device Present address: 0x68 |  WPA‑DS3231|WeatherPiArduino 
Real Time Clock

Device Present address: 0x73 |  I2CMux1|Arduino 4 Channel I2C 
Mux

Device Present address: 0x77 |  WPA‑BMP180|WeatherPiArduino 
Barometer/Temperature Sensor

Device Present address: 0x7c | UNKNOWN

Device Present address: 0x5c |  AM2315_1|Outside Temperature 
and Humidity

Diagnosis Report: Raspberry Pi2

Generated at:2016‑02‑06 21:25:26

Present: 7 Missing: 1 Extra: 1

Bus: 0

Device Present address: 0x21 | QPM5|Quad Power Management 
Board 5 for Bright LEDS

Extra Device address: 0x48 | UNKNOWN

Device Present address: 0x50 | SERVO|16 Servo Control Board

Device Present address: 0x70 | ALLSERVO|All 16 Servo Board 
Write Address

Device Present address: 0x73 |  I2CMux0|Raspberry Pi2 4 
Channel I2C Mux

Device Missing address: 0x49 | UNKNOWN

Bus: 1

Device Present address: 0x73 |  I2CMux0|Raspberry Pi2 4 
Channel I2C Mux

Bus: 2

Device Present address: 0x73 |  I2CMux0|Raspberry Pi2 4 
Channel I2C Mux

Bus: 3

Device Present address: 0x73 |  I2CMux0|Raspberry Pi2 4 
Channel I2C Mux

LISTING 3: Diagnostic Report

Figure 8: Testing for presence and functionality of components.
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buses are scanned and checked against a 
configuration table to see what is missing, 
extra, and unknown.

on the arduino
The Arduino uses an I2C scanning routine 
to see whether a specific device is present 
on the I2C bus. Note that this doesn’t work 
for all I2C devices, and it can screw up 
some of then. A good case in point is the 
AM2315 outdoor temperature sensor at ad-
dress 0x5C. To keep the sensor from over-
heating, the manufacturer of the device puts 
the sensor into sleep mode, except when it 
is going to be used. That makes sense; how-
ever, it means you have to go through a 
funny sequence [15] to make sure the de-
vice is awake and responding. It doesn’t re-
spond to an Arduino or a Raspberry Pi I2C 
scan (i2cdetect).

How do I handle this? In the SunRover ini-
tialization sequence, I try to read data from 
the device, and if I don’t get any, I mark it as 
not present. Then, I use this information dur-
ing the diagnostic I2C scan to insert the 5c 
address into the return data. Obviously, this 
needs to be refreshed every time I do a diag-
nostic scan.

The code in Listing 4 sets the I2C mux 
board [16] to read bus 3. Note that using this 
board has four benefits:
• The use of four I2C buses allows duplica-

tion of I2C addresses for boards that can’t 
be changed.

• A fault on one I2C bus still allows the 
other three to be used.

• It allows longer runs of I2C leads because 
the load of each bus is isolated.

• The board allows a mix of 5V and 3.3V 
buses. I use two of each in SunRover.

SwitchDoc Labs has redesigned the I2C mux 
card with Grove connectors (see this issue’s 
SwitchDoc Labs column to find out all about 
Grove connectors) and has added status 
LEDs for each of the four channels. I’ll be 
swapping these older boards out with the 
new boards shortly. Also, as SunRover reads 
more devices on I2C buses, it will have more 
technicolor lights.

An example of the Arduino I2C scanning 
code is shown in Listing 5 for bus 3 on I2C 
mux 1 (which is the I2C mux connected to 
the Arduino). The data sent from the Ardu-
ino across the serial link to the Raspberry Pi 
spotted the four buses and the addresses:

DIAG Response = 0,1e,21,3c,40,48,73,5c|U
  2,20,21,40,48,73|U
  3,21,40,48,49,50,57,68,73,77,7c,5c

In the case of SunRover, I wanted a single 
set of functions that will go through all of 
the subsystems and, to the best of its ability, 
test for presence and functionality. Figure 8 
and Listing 3 are examples of the results of 
the first section of this code, which checks 
the health of the I2C bus and tests for the 
presence of sensors. More tests are planned 
for the SunRover robot, such as motor and 
compass functionality testing. Because the 
compass is a critical piece of the navigation 
system, I am putting a second compass in 
SunRover.

The diagnostic report, fresh off the robot, 
shows 30 I2C devices, identifies them, and 
indicates that one is missing and one is not 
expected (extra). The one missing and one 
extra are just faults induced for testing. Actu-
ally, no problems were reported at all – cur-
rently. This changes sometimes! I am having 
a problem with the SAP1 I2C Grove plug, and 
it shows up as bad sometimes, so I need to 
replace that cable.

The I2C diagnostic report is run in two 
parts. The first part is run on the Arduino 
power manager and the second part is run 
on the Raspberry Pi. A total of eight I2C 

01  I2CMux1.write_control_register(TCA9545_CONFIG_BUS3);

02    if (! am2315_1.readData(dataAM2315))

03    {

04      Serial.println("Sensor am2315_1 not found, check wiring & pullups!");

05    }

06    else

07    {

08      am2315_1_Present = true;

09    }

LISTING 4: Set I2C Mux Board To Read Bus 3

Isolation of faults using an I2C 
mux board doesn’t work all of 
the time. For example, some-
thing about the TRex motor con-
troller board hangs the bus and 
the chip when the power is off. 
This required some coding to 
make sure I never access bus 1 
when the TRex controller board 
is powered down.

• • • SWITCHDOC NOTE

01  // Bus 3

02    I2CMux1.write_control_register(TCA9545_CONFIG_BUS3);

03  

04    I2CMux1.read_control_register(&config);

05    Serial.print("Bus 3 Control Register:");

06    Serial.println(config & 0x0F, HEX);

07  

08    returnI2CDevices(myBuffer, myBuffer);

09    strcat(returnString, "3");

10    strcat(returnString, myBuffer);

11    if (am2315_1_Present)

12    {

13          strcat(returnString, ",5c");

14    }

15    //strcat(returnString, "|");

LISTING 5: I2C Scanning Code

SunRover 4 – Camera
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on the raSPBerry Pi
During initialization of SunRover on the 
Raspberry Pi, the Pi sends a command to the 
Arduino power manager (DIAG) and waits 
for the reply. When the reply is received, the 
Raspberry Pi parses it using one of two meth-
ods. If an easily readable text message is de-
sired, it calls the text parser, which produces 
output to the screen, as in the above diagnos-
tic report. However, if HTML is desired, it 
produces an HTML screen that is loaded into 
a file for RaspPiConnect to read and display. 
Collecting the I2C data in this fashion allows 
me to build a database of the results to look 
for patterns of failures (e.g., temperature or 
humidity problems) and identify the time of 
failure.

I use RasPiConnect to build the control 
panels (bidirectional control, not just dis-
plays) for SunRover. I used a method for 
communicating between the SunRover con-
trol process and the RasPiConnect docu-
mented in the MouseAir project [17]. These 
are still works in progress.

The main control panel in Figure 9 shows 
a snapshot of all three power systems and 
environmental conditions surrounding Sun-
Rover. You can see the outside temperature 
(°C) and the solar panel voltages for each 
system. Note that these voltages are mea-
sured at the charger, and the solar panel 
multiplexor can have different numbers of 
panels attached to each power system. 

All three battery systems are fully 
charged. The graph shows the currents 
going into the motors. You can easily see 
when the motor was running by the high 
current demands of the motor (e.g., the 
middle of the chart). Note the button that 
triggers the solar tracking mode, as de-
scribed in the previous article [3].

The panel in Figure 10 shows the power 
system for the Raspberry Pi. I was running a 
test on how far to run down the battery be-
fore shutting down and then powering off 
the Raspberry Pi [18].

Note that in most solar power systems, you 
need to monitor the battery voltage and not 

Figure 9: Main control panel.
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don’t, you can corrupt your SD card. If you 
do corrupt your card, I just finished a tutorial 
on how to fix it [20].

ConCluSion
The SunRover project has been in hiberna-
tion for the winter months. We’ve had no 
sun in the Northwest US because of El Niño 
(WeatherPi [22], and the solar-powered 
weather station, is only waking up every 

the 5V power supply, because with most 
modern voltage booster systems, the circuitry 
will work very hard to keep the 5V going and 
then just give up, crashing to a much lower 
voltage when it runs out of power. (Your 
voltage will vary with your system design!) 
With this behavior, your computer would 
have little or no warning about when the 
voltage is about to drop. 

By monitoring the battery voltage, you can 
tell when the battery is getting low enough 
and then shut down your computer safely. 
For LiPo batteries, this will be when your 
voltage gets down to about 3.5V or so. I mon-
itor the LiPo battery voltage with the SunAir-
Plus power controller [19], which has an 
INA3221 three-channel current monitor.

I chose 3.55V as the threshold to shut the 
Raspberry Pi down; after shutdown, I cut the 
power, because a shutdown Raspberry Pi can 
still draw about 100mA, which is a bunch on 
a solar-powered system.

You really need to issue halt before turn-
ing off the power on a Raspberry Pi. If you 

Figure 10: Raspberry Pi power system.

I am in the midst of what you might call a love 
affair with the ESP8266 system on a chip [21]. 
Although it’s not an Arduino – it’s missing de-
cent analog to digital converters and hardware 
PWM, and it has a very small set of GPIOs – it 
makes up for a lot with built-in WiFi, Arduino 
IDE compatibility, and the extremely inexpen-
sive packages available. If I were to do the Ar-
duino part of SunRover over again, I still would 
use an Arduino Mega 2560 or an Arduino Due, 
but it is a closer decision than it was six 
months ago.

THE ESP8266
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adding some gas sensors, dust sensors, and 
an air quality sensor, as well as a wind tower 
to check the wind speed and direction. Mea-
suring rain, because the weather station 
won’t always be level, is more problematic.

Next up: sensor city!  ● ● ●

couple of days), so I took the wings off and 
plugged it into the wall. Now, I’m going to 
add a couple more sensors that have caught 
my eye, and I’m adding a LIDAR system, just 
like the big boys (e.g., Google autonomous 
cars) – but quite a bit more cheaply. I am also 

[1]  “SunRover” by John C. Shovic, Raspberry Pi Geek, issue 13, 
2015, pg. 68: http://  www.  raspberry‑pi‑geek.  com/  Archive/  2015/ 
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 ‑Part  ‑2‑Solar    ‑Power  ‑Controller  ‑Power  ‑System

[3]  “SunRover navigation system” by John Shovic, Raspberry Pi 
Geek, issue 15, 2016, pg. 72: http://  www.  raspberry‑pi‑geek.  com/ 
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